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By John Middleton Murry

RareBooksClub. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 50
pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x 7.4in. x 0.1in.This historic book may have numerous typos and missing
text. Purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book (without typos)
from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1922 edition. Excerpt: . . . of Mr de la Mares collected
poems is an attempt to turn, as all the great idealists have tried to turn, the ephemerality of earthly
beauty into a proof of the existence of a beauty which endures for ever: -- The loveliest thing earth
hath, a shadow hath, A dark and livelong hint of death, Haunting it ever till its last faint breath. Who
then may tell The beauty of heavens shadowless asphodel But how to keep the courage of that
dream--there is the question. The poet belongs to his age; it is not possible for him to elude it. The
shadowless asphodel is haunted by the shadows of the earthly flowers that have died. When the
delight of fancy and invention has begun to fade where shall the poet place his other kingdom What
if Arabia and Tartary and Thule and Alulvan cease...
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Very useful to any or all group of folks. It really is rally interesting throgh reading through period of time. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr s. Dor r is Wintheiser-- Mr s. Dor r is Wintheiser

Great eBook and useful one. We have go through and i also am certain that i am going to likely to read through yet again once more in the foreseeable
future. Your lifestyle period will likely be transform once you comprehensive looking over this book.
-- Ca r ter  Ha a g-- Ca r ter  Ha a g
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